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ABSTRACT 
 
Enter Ophelia, Distracted began as an attempt to enter a discourse about the 

iconic women of William Shakespeare’s work. Initially I sought to interact with some of 

the Bard’s richest female characters to provide a new context for their roles and 

experiences—to assume their identities, in some cases. As the project progressed, 

however, I was so moved by deeply conversing with these women that my own 

perspective was forcibly altered. Thus many poems in this collection are introspective, 

reflecting my own struggle to contextualize myself in the world. Enter Ophelia, 

Distracted explores how we women relate to our environments and interpret life’s 

deluge of images and sensations, while navigating what is “expected” of us. I chose to 

weave poems that consider Shakespeare’s women with poems that echo my own interior 

monologue. All pieces revel in rich, synesthetic images—many of which are reverent 

allusions to Shakespeare’s original language—and often ask disjointed questions. Enter 

Ophelia, Distracted magnifies the intense moments of life—of any life—and use 

Shakespeare’s women to underscore the timeless universality of experience. Ophelia’s 

grievous loneliness is also mine.  
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Briefly  
 
Before I was born, my parents consulted a psychic 
who predicted a Capricorn but also a boy. 
Stubborn, I relented, and came 
A  girl, cursed and blessed, 
Hindu in a Christian hospital in a Los Angeles suburb. 
 
There are only pieces: my mother, 
the youngest girl, gave birth to another youngest,  
in the wanton danger of her thirties. 
Recent immigrants, I can’t think of my parents  
in those first southwestern days, confused by drawling 
 
English vowels, not forming the w’s quite right.  
The need for newness in newness, 
such a flux—born on a shoestring bridge between  
continents, a gross muddled smear of east and west 
popping up in the land of plastic people. 
 
There are stories that somehow fit.  
My sister was sick with flu when I was born, 
But allowed to hold me anyway—there must  
not have been a nurse nearby, 
or things were easier to overlook, then. I was small. 
 
Bred til eight in the buzz of the city-jungle of Bombay,  
My sister wore pinafores to an English school, 
Ate brown eggs for breakfast prepared by the houseboy. 
I know more of her childhood than mine. I wandered between 
Big rooms in a big house that my parents still live in 
 
But where they’ve never hung a photo on the wall. 
My teeth were capped in silver because I was allowed juice 
And now I hate sweet things. I bled, 
Once, a shocked red blanket of blood, my dress tangling  
In my bicycle spoke; deep must of men’s cologne to clot.  
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Loose Ends  
 
Helena followed you here—not in swaths of pilgrim’s burlap 
but candied neon jerseys; she arranges her statue against a sticky 
slab of bar, among citadels of shot glasses pregnant with poison 
 
The speed at which her hummingbird eyelashes flit  
they might fling from her face, splash on to the cotton shirt of her 
glassy Bertram: less man, more interruption of the bar’s dark light 
 
Suddenly—she’s everywhere—even at the bottom 
of whatever molten terror shakes in your glass:  
blank verses of cheap wax dripping laughter and there 
 
They’ve gone, mannequins’ hands on the smalls of drunk backs 
into bloodless iced night of latex and foreign sheets  
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Making Friends with the Necessity of Dying  
 
Despite it all, she came back like a breath 
after fumbling in the water, legs 
churning, slicing the vulgar waves. 
Cordelia only wanted to please him, 
to be a boy, like he wanted.  
Lear wished for something else, though— 
a mother of opaque and sexless 
marble breasts. A wife: his widow’s  
lashes and wrinkles stenciled on Cordelia’s 
canvas. A bird, pathetic domestic creature, 
stubbed wings too aware of themselves. 
She let him keep the flowered crown, though, 
while she swung along. She let him be the girl. 
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Kingdom of Bears 
 
They say Madrid is a city with nothing 
(not Madrid but Madrith—a distinction) 
nothing but a river 
 
Sunning in the jellied green of Buen Retiro 
I heard whispers of an American student 
whose body turned up in the Río Manzanares  
 
(A later conclusion: an accident) 
Between smoked ham and manchego  
I already knew it could not have been malicious 
 
A city with nothing—but 
then what are the sprawling pilgrims of buildings  
trembling marble in a sleeping azul sky 
 
Twelve months later in a different heat why 
do I think of the drowned boy and not Napoleon’s  
slight Frenchmen in mints and muted lavender 
 
eclipsing the caged cake of the Royal Palace why 
not Sundays on the train into Atocha reading Hass 
wanting to be hypnotized by the Garden of Earthly  
 
Delights and Goya’s incontinent madness eating itself 
on the walls of his house, in the walls of a blistered salon 
that was only ever meant to be a museum why not 
 
the choice between solid, strong coffee or wine like 
molasses the choice between pleasure and pleasure 
at eleven in the morning or two in the morning 
 
Federico you said you were tired of these new crooners 
who had no dead lovers to sing of  
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Preserves 
 
They dip me in gold, a tapered candle 
in the boiling gold 
caulking the cracks—“Hold still” 
as the mask sets. But it’s difficult 
as the sediment stops cheeks to keep  
eyes lifted. A minute, a second of sleep 
would do. I know to let lids abandon 
their post would disturb this whole  
process, would force them to begin again 
layering roughly the leaf; 
in and out again, until my elbows stick  
to the curve of my hip, where I hide  
what they cannot touch. 
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Moksha   
 
We all breed sinners— 
 
Thick siren’s sludge of life, at the speed of light 
in a vacuum of a wine bottle’s neck. 
not the same black-green, but almost. 
 
Suddenly there is only  
One woman in the world. 
I am the world. I am beautiful and good. 
 
What is the distance between sighs? Who can sleep 
when the wind smells of sulfur? Wasn’t it summer? 
She wore a white dress. Even silk sweats. 
 
I think I was weightless. I daydreamed. 
A wing, a world. You are the world.  
 
Suckling at a honeycomb: suction 
of chapped lips on waxed hexagons. 
Bees birth, then eat the stuff— 
Life begets life. 
 
Honey can’t be sloughed off the skin. 
Sunspots of bees cover her body, 
ebony and saffron—a snapping, like a jaw, 
then a suit of cinnamon. 
 
A slender willow branch becomes the Throne of the universe. 
At last—quiet.  
On the horizon, empty skeletons,  
a cache of madness. 
To sing to yourself is best: to swallow your own voice like 
an aspirin. Careful not to lodge it in the throat, tearing at esophagi, 
coming back up in bile. 
 
I don’t believe in the third act. 
One: willow. 
Two: fall. 
Three: should be shattered sheet of river 
 
but I can only see diffraction of  
infinite chiffon  
(the layers sound like violet blooms wilting)   
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golden aura of fingertips and 
migraine of fennel seeds— 
an avalanche of fennel seeds.  
She can succeed where Icarus erred. 
Why not swim into the center 
of the universe? 
It smells of raspberries and 
rum.  
 
From my body flowers will grow. 
The hollow hour choking with riddles. 
Just give me the seeds and I will sow 
them. I don’t need your hands. 
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Conception  
 
A shift of the wind and a firework of wildflowers 
veiling the spikes of saguaros for a brief, 
dream of a moment, their perfume lingering  
on the nape of the mountain’s neck. 
But the birds reveal the spring, fat kings 
with smears of poppy on their chest,  
drunk on the milk of wild mustard and sage, 
clambering after the girls. They scatter, 
rankled, wishing these men would 
leave them alone. But in the mess of heat they  
surrender, small wings fluttering  
like a down comforter sliced by a rusted blade, 
a grey cocktail of feathers and impatience. 
When it ends, she begins the build the nest, 
while he preens, and the small barrels of cacti 
squat, mute, blind, among this new beginning.  
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because the Oracle laid the same curse  
 
Skulls turned to leather last longer 
Underground.  
She rolls from each to  
each to feel warmth that was smuggled down 
in the choked mahogany that breathed, 
once. 
 
In an olive swamp a toad 
gives birth from its back. 
Mating: a series of clicks, then a flurry of eggs 
flung—embedded—in the shoulders, 
the moist skin of the mother. 
Soon they will surface, pinpricks of wet light 
tearing her flesh, bursting the honeycomb-pocked wombs 
oozing and croaking, and leaving. 
 
You were to go, too.  

Not to look back, 
  not to reattach with the gory 

matter while your mother slept.  
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gas light   
 
A plane razes the sharpest of skies 
on an April day when summer woke too early. 
Long white clouds follow, spotting the blue. 
A mile below my breathing matches the pulse 
of the engine. 
 
Spots that stay—the parallel lines  
of dissonant pressures striping 
the atmosphere. A faint rose ring 
where red wine bled on a countertop. 
Dry wet reminder of warm milk on top lip 
that leaves you too full— 
 
We do our best to remember it right. 
Taping down the corners of photographs, 
though by now the prints  
are fossils. Will I forget? 
 
Forget how you were afraid of the dark, 
igniting an army of candles 
to quell your thirst for calm? 
I’ve already lost my host mother’s 
soft, café-con-leché face, though 
she stewed the sea for me in marigolds 
so many Sundays.  
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Homecoming  
 
When I wake to the desert out of a British fog 
the heat is like a scruffy kiss on the neck. 
Mountains clamber up out of the earth’s entrails, 
my father’s car a golden bullet on the freeway’s wide mouth. 
I stew in cableknit, crushed with sleep and still 
converting currencies and avoiding eye contact 
with the saguaros that don’t welcome me.  
Floating through customs they asked 
Where I was coming from and the words don’t register, 
as if I’ve never been asked before. Yawning sun  
like quicksand and I decide I must have missed it.  
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In Between  
 
There are pillars not made of salt  
but solid, 
dead to touch, thin film of memory choking  
the surface. 
  
Are we like that? 
 
A half moon full of half moons: 
You can tell me if you ate the pomegranate. 
It’s not like she is in the tiny diamonds, 
sparking, fuchsia, so you can’t look 
at the seeds while shucking them out. 
 
A pink pile. Almost too gorgeous to eat. But  
in the congested calm of midnight-or-later  
it’s impossible to resist the impossible. 
She longs for you;  
long amber-sapped hair, 
that is also you. 
 
An ancient cerulean armchair sags. Pestering weight.  
A man with flecks of grey in his hair  
waits outside the door, watching the crumpled girl  
cramping herself in the seat. 
Waits for the opera’s desperate organs and  
violins to tire.  
 
We have to descend. We have to pluck the pomegranates. 
We have to wait for morning. 
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Caesura   
 
You slice so many lemons 
that your eyes fill with sour  
juice and seeds. Tomorrow  
you will burn yellow.  
 
If you asked me not to wake you 
I would let you sleep forever. 
Make a powder from each bone in my  
left hand. Twenty-seven lace 
columns smashed to cinders 
if it would comfort you. 
 
 We can never colonize the moon.  
 The grit of lunar dust erodes  
 the skin so slowly that one morning 
 you just wake as a fraying rope of  
 muscle. No one will warn you. 
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One to Two Asp Bites or Pearls in Vinegar  
 
 
 
I. 
 
So surprised is the breeze upon  
my arrival that it holds its own  
breath and I nearly drown. 
 
II. 
 
One moment waiting to devour 
a pregnant apple in the market’s singing 
sun the next a deep-milked violet hum 
and he knows she comes but knows not 
who she is. 
 
III. 
 
A slouched desire to stifle these  
mermaids too sequined to speak; 
they glimmer in ombre shadows  
of sweated gold and silver 
and the glassy lapis lazuli 
that looks so smooth but crumbles 
into chalk dust settling into the rivets, 
wrinkles near my lip, on my tongues. 
 
IV. 
 
Where the well  
of a waterfall dapples the salmon striped 
rock above and there is someone’s god in the trick 
of light 
and it is too much—so she goes. 
 
V. 
 
Octavia weeps and her knees congeal, 
cold butter into the floor. 
She will only return as a clawed branch 
julienning the queen’s face, halfheartedly. 
A sleeping kitten shifting on nylon stockings. 
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VI. 
 
There is a place where two rivers meet 
but also do not. The first runs warm and taupe,  
dipping neatly under the second— 
the second frosted with purpose. 
It is a miracle. It is nothing. 
 
VII. 
 
The tension explodes off stage.   
“Alarum afar off, as at a sea fight.”  
Like in the drooping heat of a flame 
where borders are smudged and dreams  
themselves sleep. Bleeding gums, 
like rotting poppies, and swollen.  
 
VII. 
 
A dead sparrow, only a comma of bones 
and bent feathers but  
if she is missing her eyes  
we think of her for hours. 
 
VIII. 
 
Life like a shadow box. 
We eat apricots, slit the throats 
of those who betray us, 
make love—or business, 
and each casts the same long 
dishwater line behind the skin. 
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Orbits and Forces We Take for Granted 
 
Steamed splinter of moon has houseguests 
(or how a poet would write a headline) 
those in the know have deemed it ‘planetary occultation’— 
this harmony of Venus, Jupiter, and our smallish tumor of moon 
“the fact of being cut off from view by something interposed” 
I suppose aforementioned ‘something’ is the universe 
Jupiter, gaudy beast, has sixty-six known satellites  
All exchanging business cards and travel tips 
In a blurry middle distance. Red, fleshed, full of ire— 
Just like a man, lusty and cumbersome 
How soothing to name a behemoth, to imprison  
its image through a slender dagger of telescope 
To move a fat thumb over the stain of planet  
And think here I am, there you are 
Today is not impossible  
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